
 
 

Here, you will find answers for the questions you may have concerning the novel. However, they are implied in the book. Should you wait and finish the novel; all shall be revealed. 
 

Prologue: What is the beast within? 
Beastachakua. 

Prologue: How did Bombutachakua die in the 11th century? 
Killed by his wife Vivian. 

Prologue: Who did Bombutachakua possess in the 11th century? 
No one, it was his own body. 

 
Chapter 1: Why did I put the first chapter under the title “contamination”? 

Because Bombutachakua’s reappearance in the world poisons everything that is pure. 
Chapter 1: How did Bombutachakua find his way back to life? 

One of his advantages allowed him to revive every four centuries years, but in a body not of his choice. 
Chapter 1: Why was William Bloodworthy chosen to become Bombutachakua? 

He was chosen as he was the nearest to Bombutachakua’s essence. 
 

Chapter 2: Why did I put the second chapter under the title “wicked invasion”? 
Bombutachakua comes in the castle, unsuspected, and kills all the guards; brutally murders the king and queen and finally enslave the people of the kingdom all in 1 night. 

Chapter 2: Why didn’t Ckilis use his emblem to kill Bombutachakua? 
Because it wasn’t the first time a man came in the castle trying to take the emblem. The fact that he was coming in solo made the king believe he could kill Bombutachakua alone without the help from no one. 

 
Chapter 3: Why did I put the third chapter under the title “gloomy captivity”? 

I was referring to the 2 prisoners; the lake being held by Lycochidamazi, who was at the same time being held by JaPhaSha, and Evelina, who became Bombutachakua’s prisoner. 
Chapter 3: How did Bombutachakua know that Lycochidamazi was waiting in the Lexington’s lake? 

The bond between Bombutachakua and Lycochidamazi was still strong; the eye were still connected mentally. 
Chapter 3: Why did Quantis sacrifice himself in protecting the walls of Quivalentia’s main temple? 

He protected the walls so that Bombutachakua wouldn’t find his daughter whom was only a few chambers away. 
Chapter 3: Why did Bombutachakua spare Evelina’s life? 

He knew her, she reminded him of someone from his previous life; someone he has forgotten. 
Chapter 3: How did Bombutachakua know that Evelina was standing outside the door? 

Because he was wearing Quantis’ Mask. 
 

Chapter 4: Why did I put the forth chapter under the title “ring of the drops”? 
Meaning Callieo’s Ring of the four islands. 

Chapter 4: What did Evelina’s dream mean? 
The time shall come for the light to save Evelina, and salvage her from Bombutachakua, yet she will refuse. 

Chapter 4: How did Bombutachakua survive walking in the ocean? 
Because he was half darkling, and darklings have an organ called kazuli, which allow them to adapt with any substance surrounding them. 

 
Chapter 5: Why did I put the fifth chapter under the title “red over red”? 

On top of all the heat in Hitriumph, Bombutachakua flooded them with endless bloodbaths. 
Chapter 5: what happened to Bombutachakua while he raged at the princess at the castle? 

His four sins increased very high, so high he was about to turn into Beastachakua. 
Chapter 5: why did Evelina’s hand light up? 

It was the power of her people, they were helping Evelina to conquer her fear, and assure her of doing the right thing, but she got scared. 
Chapter 5: why did Evelina cough blood? 

All humans cough blood when they breath the air of the dark world for the first time, she breathed it since she was in the chamber when the portal was opening. 
Chapter 5: Why did Callieo’s Ring overcome Katious’ Pendant? 

Both of them are strong in their own way, but the pendant ruled because it was being used by a darkling, not a human. The kings’ treasures are all made by darklings; so they are the ones who know how to use their true powers, just 
like the people of the light are better users to their items. 

 
Chapter 6: Why did I put the sixth chapter under the title “throne of deception”? 

It has been in front of them the whole time, but they didn’t suspect it was a gateway. It appeared as if it was a normal throne. 
 

Chapter 7: Why did I put the seventh chapter under the title “dark sanctuary”? 
Referring to Bombutachakua’s gloomy haven. 

Chapter 7: What does D.I.P stands for? 
Die in pain. 

Chapter 7:  What did Evelina mean by “her secret”? 
She knows ninjitsu. 

 
Chapter 8: Why did I put the eighth chapter under the title “medieval tales”? 

Referring to the classical tales of the stars (the young ninja princess, the blacksmith, the imperial black knight, the ninja guardian, the good king and the evil king). 
Chapter 8: Did Evelina meet Lancelot before her dreams? 

No, he only entered their castle once, and didn’t stair. He didn’t meet her or even see her face. She didn’t see him as well, as he was wearing an armor helmet. 
 

Chapter 9: Why did I put the ninth chapter under the title “gladiatorial warlord”? 
Bombutachakua was a warlord; as he masters the strongest of all armies and prevails in all wars. Gladiatorial referring to the fact that he killed the warriors in this specific battle in their own rules and their own style of combat. 

 
Chapter 10: Why did I put the tenth chapter under the title “crusade of purity”? 

The princess, the knight and the dragon were on a campaign to redeem this world from the king. 
Chapter 10: What was Evelina’s big secret? 

She knew Bombutachakua was Vivian’s husband. She connected the legends she heard from when she was a little girl. 
 

Chapter 11: Why did I put the eleventh chapter under the title “continental pandemonium”? 
All the world witnesses the global chaos, in which all humans fight the darklings away. 

Chapter 11: What did Evelina learn from Bombutachakua? 
How to become as wicked as he is. She was planning to rule the worlds in preparation for the king. 

Chapter 11: Why did Evelina refuse her father’s invitation to the dimension of light? 
She despised Bombutachakua; and wished to ruin his life for the next time he reappears on these lands. She wanted to take away his items, his minions and most importantly, his existence. 

 
Chapter 12: Why did I put the twelfth chapter under the title “declaration of redemption”? 

The world is redeemed of Bombutachakua, and it is a day which enters the human history. 
Chapter 12: Why was the royal insignia changed into a red dragon? 

Honoring the last dragon Dragious. 
Chapter 12: What did Evelina want with the darklings? 

She wanted to train them to attack Bombutachakua the next time they see him. 
 

FYI: Why did I chose the title “Masters of Mithia” for this book? 
The story revolves around Bombutachakua, Vivian and Evelina; all rule the continent of Mithia. 

FYI: Who are the man and woman speaking to each other throughout all the chapters’ main page? 
Bombutachakua and Vivian, in the eleventh century. 

FYI: How many advantages does Bombutachakua posses, in any of his lives? 
8 advantages; First are the 4 Sins (Pride, Greed, Wrath and Envy), 5 Kingdoms (Silverskie, Quivalentia, Arraylya, Hitriumph and Lexington), 5 Kings’ treasures (Ckilis’ Emblem, Quantis’ Mask, Callieo’s Ring, Katious’ Pendant and 

Xelious’ Gauntlet), Endless Darklings, Lycochidamazi, JaPhaSha, Beastachakua and Eternal Resurrection. 
FYI: How many privileges does a chosen heron have in any of her lives? 

2 privileges; the first one is the support of her people. The second and last is her own body’s privileges (Genuine Aura, Light Surge, Lightening Vision, Illumination Protection and Lustrous Regeneration.) 
FYI: Bombutachakua’s half human and half darkling, but where was he born? 

He was born in a fourth dimension; the first one is called Mithia, the second is the dark world, the third is the light world and the last is a world which none know how to enter or exit, not even Bombutachakua. How he got out of it in 
the eleventh century remains a mystery. 


